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                      Tasting sets with delivery
                      Restaurant fashion also exists and the new format of food – tasting sets or a set of author’s dishes – shows it.
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        Shipping
Meat Restaurant is a modern gastronomic space, offering guests a concise menu with no casual dishes. Each recipe is created by a famous chef who actively promotes the idea of local product and innovative taste. 
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                About
Our meat restaurant is a modern gastronomic space, offering guests a concise menu with no casual dishes. Each recipe is created by our renowned chef, actively promoting the idea of local product and innovative taste.

Our restaurant opened back in 2016.

The menu features steaks, ribs, rack, burgers, various dishes, snacks, soups and salads. . The menu categories are quite interesting – simple meat (steaks from Ukrainian, Australian and American beef), not simple meat, not meat (fish and seafood). There is a special offer for large companies – kilo nets. Bright options are Big Steaks Set and Big Crab Set. 

                

              

            

                

  


            
                
 
	
		

 		Our Services
We are a modern restaurant that keeps up with the times, develops and improves. For the convenience of our guests and variety we have created additional services, which you can use by calling the administrator.


Banquet organization
A family, corporate or other celebration is coming, and you do not know where inexpensive but comfortable to celebrate it? We will take care of all the responsibilities and make sure that your holiday is fun, delicious and interesting.





Foodpering
The art of combining tastes, the art of creating the incredible, the art of enjoying food, drink and their synergy – it’s all about FoodPairing.

Once a week we hold an exclusive dinner for 12 guests according to the rules of FoodPairing – the science of combining flavors and aromas of food and drinks based on common and constituent notes.





Catering
We provide food delivery and high-quality catering at any location chosen by the customer. Any out-of-town event – office party, birthday party, wedding or other family celebration in the country house, corporate party in the loft, graduation party or children’s party.
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                Testimonials
We are grateful to our guests for their feedback on their visit to the restaurant and the delivery. It gives us inspiration to work better for you.

        
          
             	          
                        
                           
The atmosphere is amazing! As if in the middle of a small cozy town square. The service is top notch. We had the freshest oysters and drank Prosecco. Thank you for an amazing evening!

                                                

                 
	          
                        
                           
The restaurant is very atmospheric. The meat dishes are the tastiest in town. I would like to make special mention of Ron the waiter. It’s nice to see such positive people who do their job well.

                                                

                 
	          
                        
                           
At work we decided to order some meat sets for lunch. The overall impression was positive. The dishes were tasty, the toppings were heartily put in. I didn’t like that the delivery was delayed by 5 minutes.

                                                

                 
	          
                        
                           
I recommend the steaks! We often order delivery of raw steaks and grill them ourselves in the yard. The meat is delicious, properly seasoned. The steaks come with spices and oil.
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                Table Reservation
To reserve a table, call our administrator, or fill out the form below



 












 Your name

     

 Your email

     

 Subject

     

 Your message (optional)
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					   Contact us
			Phone Number: 720-888-1384

E-mail: [email protected]

Adress: 4651 Leo Street, JACKSONVILLE

Office hours: 10:00a.m.-11:00p.m.
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